A little about us:
Yahoo is a global media and tech company connecting people to their passions. We reach almost a billion
people worldwide, bringing them closer to what they love – from finance and commerce to gaming and news
– with trusted products, content and tech that fuel their day.
We are an award-winning team of investigative, enterprise, trending and breaking news editors, reporters
and producers. As a multimedia journalist, you get to make an impact and have your content resonate with
readers across the globe. With our reach, we provide fellows the rare opportunity to shape the global
conversation.
On June 6th, 2022, we’re kicking off our Multimedia Journalism Fellowship program in New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco and potentially a few other major locations, including your home. The Fellowship
program will run through June 2nd, 2023. In order to be considered all applicants must be active members
in good standing.
This is a paid Fellowship opportunity.

The Perks:
Flexible work schedule
- We’ll help you work where you need to, when you need to. Because life happens.
Room to grow
- Learning is built into every role here. You’ll get mentorship and take ownership.
Benefits
- We’ve got you covered. Our benefits include comprehensive healthcare, a great 401k, and more.
Everyone has a voice
- Innovation doesn’t know hierarchy. We make sure everyone is heard, considered and respected.

The editorial brands participating in the Multimedia Fellowship Program are:
●
●
●

Yahoo Finance: #1 digital destination for financial data, analysis and news.
Yahoo News: Presents today’s most important headlines from respected and credible local and
national sources.
TechCrunch - We cover the world of startups closer than anyone else.

Your Mission:
Build the future, cultivate wonder, and impact a diverse culture with a strong sense of play that grows with
iteration, encourages risk, and rewards the bold. As a Yahoo Multimedia Journalism Fellow, you’ll get to work
with one of our major editorial brands over a one year period. You will also get the opportunity to explore a
wide range of topics and learn new perspectives from seasoned journalists and producers building Yahoo’s
presence on a range of platforms, including our homepages and social media.

A Little About You:
We are looking for a savvy reporter with strong writing skills who will join a virtually assembled team of over
30 reporters and editors, who can help us crank out the kinds of stories that set Yahoo Finance apart from
the competition.
On any given day, you might be involved in reporting on the Dow dropping by over 500 points; an errant
tweet by Tesla’s CEO that moves the price of the company’s stock; the shares of a little-known company that
suddenly skyrockets by 200+ (hello GameStop), or noteworthy trends identified by Wall Street research
analysts.
Responsibilities:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Manage multiple projects effectively.
You will be central to the Yahoo Finance mission of providing value-added news that separates us
from everyone else.
Writing breaking news and feature stories on interesting trends in business, finance and the
economy.
Help identify coverage areas that are either underreported, or require additional context.
Attending team meetings where appropriate helping writers and editors and show producers
advance story ideas.
File crisp, concise and well-balanced stories.
Do the occasional on-air hit, where appropriate.

Qualifications:
●
●
●
●
●

Approximately 3-7 years of professional work experience.
Experience in business and finance is strongly preferred, but enthusiasm and cleanly written
copy are acceptable substitutes.
Ability to work on stories independently on tight deadlines.
Excellent verbal and written communication skills.
Comfort in a fast-paced, innovative technology environment.

Yahoo is proud to be an equal opportunity workplace. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to, and will not be discriminated against based on age, race, gender, color, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender
identity, veteran status, disability or any other protected category. Yahoo is dedicated to providing an accessible environment for all
candidates during the application process and for employees during their employment. If you need accessibility assistance and/or a
reasonable accommodation due to a disability, please submit a request via the Accommodation Request Form
(www.yahooinc.com/careers/contact-us.html) or call 408-336-1409. Requests and calls received for non-disability related issues,
such as following up on an application, will not receive a response.
At Yahoo, we know that diversity makes us stronger. We are committed to a collaborative, inclusive environment that encourages
authenticity and fosters a sense of belonging. We strive for everyone to feel valued, connected, and empowered to reach their
potential and contribute their best. Check out our diversity and inclusion (www.yahooinc.com/diversity/) page to learn more.

